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For every problem, there is a solution
that is quick, easy, and wrong.
· -Mark Twain
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Confl_i~t_ on -~4th
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Whenabout 25
students
Bard
marched down 5th
Ave. to protest the
human cross created
by pro-lifers on 34th
street, they found
little resistance.
iiWe werf:! eif)ect- ·
ing this big human
cro~ and it wasn't
there," said. Fiona
Lawrence,ameinber
of Bard's Coalition
· for Choice steering
committee.
Bard ·s tudents
were part of what
was supposed ·to be
a counter-protest to
a large pro-life demonstration in Manhattan on Saturday;
September 29. However, the pro-choice
protesters ou tnumbered the pro-lifers
nearly four to one.
tingent traveled farther than any
.
"We received word that the pro- ers.
D~pit~thesrnallerthanexpected other pro-Choice protesters, with
lifer~ were going to come [to New
YorkCity],mostlyfromoutoftown, turnout, the demonstration was _only a group from northen:tNew
to make a huge human cross," said very volatile. Chants and heckling Jersey coming nearly as far.
Bard's Coalition for Choice orOave Rolf, a member of the werepassedback andforthbetwee n
trip to join the rally in
Coalition's steering . co!llmitt~e. the twQ $ides. Though there was no ganized
a call they received
to
response
three
disobedience,
civil
"We wanted to be there to show planned
the Women's
.W.H.A.M!~
from
naffiliatim\
people~~funknow
wasn't
this
that
hall
city
and
. them
takep intp_custody for disorderly Health Action, · Mobilization.
going to be another Wichita." .
. W.H.A.M!, which was described ·
It turned out to be a false alarm. conduct. by one. student as the pro-choice
Bard
the
Lawrence,
Accord~ngto
a
form
to
planned
The pro-lifers
human cross four miles long and a . sq.tdents behaved fairly well in the equivalent of ACf-UP, sponsored
..
mile wide with 6,000 to 10,000 faceof~meveryderisiveheckling. the rally.
Coalition for
he
t
.
weekend
This
'Go
like
is
heckling
."Th~pro-choice
actual
the
on
_people. Estimates
number of pro-lifers ~~ge fro~ back-to -kansas' but not like [the Choice plans to takepartinarall y
the police count of 1,2QO to the or.:._ pro-life heckling] 'Die of AIDS'," at the state capitol in Albany on
Saturday:
· she said.
ganizers' estimate of 2,700.
The pro-choice march had a fes- _TheCoalitim~_isalsoregistering
"1,200inNewYorkdoesn'tlt!m~
tive flair~ well, with street theater . Bard students to vote in the upout to be that big," said Rolf.
and many marchers in costume. At coming local elections and plans
to
The pro-chokers did tum out
a _r~dly before the march, author to help Mark Lytle in his ~m
oe'NewYorkispr
demonstratetha
.choice," the slogan of the counte! . B~para Ehrenreich, fonner con- paign for county legislator. They
protest. Estimates on the numbez:_ gresswoman Bell Advick, city have _ ~n ongoing Safer sex Outofpro-choicema rchersrangesfro m . council candidate Tom Duane and . teacl! pro~m in with they dis· ·· tribuT~co~doms and flyers 011t.
the police count of 4,000 to the or~. others§poke.
~
According to Rolf, the Bard con- side local highsdtools.
_~zers estimate ()f 6,000 protest-
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All the Pres'l denf's Tea ~

by Greg Giaccio -·
·
The only topic of conversation
at President Botstein's September
25 open -house for students was
CarolNackenoffstenurecase. For
some· students-thls-was the first
chance to· hear. the other side ~f
th~ story from Botstein himself. ~
"I ca~ot convince Y.()U thaf·I
madetherightdecisiori,''Botstein said to the students. He also sai_d
that he was not alone his decision to deny tenure: It does not
only reflect my opiniO!'i it also
reflects that. <;>( some of the ,!~cl!_l_ty."
Nackerl.Off'stenuiedecisionvoted . ever, Botstein said that not all of
The faculty board that voted on 6 in favor
giving tenure to those who voted in favor shared
Nac.kenoff a:nd_2 agai~st ~t. How- . the same level ofenthusiiism. "The

fact that there was this much dis- women. He said that many of
sent reflects that there was a wider these women were replacing male
range of opinion in the faculty." professors who had left the colAsforstudentsupport, Botstein lege. ·
said that he has made 42 tenure
Botstcin chose to keep the exact
decisions in the past (14 profes- reasonwhyNackenoffwasdenied
sors were turned down) and that tenureconfidentialas_l(~ghthurt
every single one of them had sup- her chances of receiying tenure at
port from the student body. "No another school. He did say, howone comes to the tenure line who ever, that "the area of disputc ..is
does not have student support, · in the relationship between ...
who is not a good teacher... no one criterion one and criterion two.''~
like that."
·
The faculty handbook defines the
Perhaps the strongest charge. first criteria _as excellence in
brought !3gainst Botstein's deci- teaching and the ~ second as
sion was an accusation of sexism. achievcmcn t in the professor's
''Thecollcge'srecordongender field of study.
hiring .. .is exemplary," replied
Aside from the tenure case, the
Botstein. He also noted that of the cookies were ver}r good and who-

in

11

1
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M. 1•nd1• f l.g the- '_s a_ f l.-d·-_-.-Q·- _. 's

last Seven termre track positions ever designed Botstein's house
filled, six of the professors were was a genius.
,
'J'
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Thatdoesn't_mean~tfirstyear

by Greg Giac(jo
There are few people ·at Bard
who would like to talk to Sandra
Groth. This is through no fault of
her own. It's just that her position
deals with ·something that most
~dstudentSdread,butmustface

anyway due to the n~w quantitative requirement: math.
Sandra Groth is the Director of
the Quantitative S~lls Program,
also called "Cl' sJdlls, which requires all students to take at.Ieast
one course with math in it. Up- '
perclassmen need not panic; the
requirement begins with this
year's first year s~dents.

year, 50 had between 8 and 12
wrong answers; and 30 had more
than 12. So, altogether SO students
haye had to see Sandra.
'1ts been fun -for me ...it's interesting to see what wasn't picked
up," said Sandra Groth, who has
also taught math in secondary
schools. Sandra plans to have
workshops for all the students at
first and then to meet with them
sevenormore~onganswersout in smaller groups to show them
of the 32 question test were re- that they are not the only Bard
ferred to Sandra Groth. If they, students that ~aye trouble with
had 13 or more questions wrong, math.
they will receive special tutoring
Another part of the "(X' skills
fromSandraGroth.Outofthe269 program is to have students take
stud~nts who took the. test this courses with "quantitative methstudents .should_.·panic either.
Sandia Groth is here to help those
of us who thiril<algebra is an un.:::dergaiment worn by mermaids.
People who might need help
are determined .by a math test
which covers everything-· from
simple addition to algebra and is
given to all incoming students
during L&T. Students who had

ods and concepts as a significant
component of the course." While
most of th.ese "Q" courses are in
the ll).ath and natural sciences divisions, there "is also a psychology
course with statistics and an anthrooology course in archaeology

that fulfill these requirements. _
· "The idea is to branch out--in all
other divisjons," said Sandra ·
Groth. She would like to show
that math can be applied in every:.
day life. "Most math taught in
_secondary Schools is not.applied." v-

NEW HORIZONS

HUDSON VALLEY PIIIUIARMONIC CHAMBER ORCHESTRA .

1991 - 1992
Leon Botstein, conductor
;'

Wolfgang

Jaoob Druckman

Am:adeU8 Mo:urt
Piano Concerto
No. 27 in 8-jlat,

Nor speu Nor Cbt~~mJ

Rldu.rd Wagner

K.595

Symphony In C Major

Rlchud Wllson,
piano

Ludwiann
Beethovenf
PromllthiiW Ovttrlurw

You are cordially invited to a

-Comm_
ZJnitJ' Socl"al
in _S upport ofProf _ C~rol Nackenoff

Rlcbiirtl Wll•mr

"An excellent pianist himself, his ear/or opuTetice
ofsou"!~ is, to my !mow/edge, unrivaled by any other
composer today, Berlo possibly excepted~ •

with a: live perfomance by

- David Burge, Clauf.er Magazine

Leo Smitlz ·and Friends

·---------------------- •••
•

-_ .._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
- • ..

! ~ :::

Friday, October 4, F.W. OUn Auditorium, Bard College
Saturday, October 5, ·Skinner Hall, ~ass~ College
Pre-concert talks at 7 p .m. - Performances at 8 p.m.
Four-concert season subscrlpdon $3%

. --

·-Thursday October 3, 1991

At Bard: Oct 4, Nov. 8, Feb. 28, and May 1
At Vassar: Oct. 5, Nov. 9, Feb. 29, and May 2
Single concert tickets $10.
Call 758-6822.

p.m. -' ._

- -af-7 :30

in Manor House ··_

A cooperatiYe venbJre betMJC't'l Bard and Vlaar Collep:
. Promotlonalllllpport by WHUO tnd 'fii>ST.

, Wine. Cheese and Modest Refreshments
·
will be served

Semi~-fo_rinal, N_o

RSVP necessary.

.

Auto, Home & Life

+------------------~- ~~·
+
Complimeritmy child care
For further information call David at 758-0280
Hosted by concerned~stu dents· in conjuction with
the Dean of Students Office and the Student Life Committee

· . ..•

MIC~E~~!~~~~

· ·- ·Allstate Insurance Company~
Route 9, Astor Square!
Rhinebeck, NY 12572f
. .~
(914) 876-3632"
~ --~- --
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Bore d?.Join a club
·ACADEMic ·
P~ilosophy

Club

· The first event of its rookie year
was the Bonfire.of the Philosophers·,:' Philosophy Club successfully lured seventy students
and two professors out on a Saturday night to Manor field. If you
are a philosophy major or are just
interested in organizing other
stimulating events, contact Jennif~r Reck at box·1246. ·
11

. Society of Physics
· Students
Society of Physics Students is a
club f~rphysics majors and_ other
studeritsinterestedinscience.SPS
sponsors speakers and organizes
parties to encourage awareness pf
·_ , physic_s. The group also brings
science students to discuss internships in the field~ Interested
students should contact the acting
president, Farasat Bokhari,.
through campus mail

International Relations a community~ and engage in dis. & Diplomacy Club
. cussions on the meanings.behind
This astute and-integral part of · the ~~lidays and vari~~s Jewish
Bard's long list of clubs strives to tradibons. Some spec.Iftc e~ents
strengthen international relations we plan to carry out this sem_ester
both on campus and abroad. Th~ are services in_the Sukkah (that
I.RD.C. attempts to strengthen fruite?structure.ou~ideofKiin.e),
listening and debating skills, as lsraeh fol~ dancmg, Sh~bbat dmwe_ll as real life debate in an open ners, a Kristallnacht (~tght of ~he
forum and the Georgetown con- ~roken g~ass) memonal, a Jewtsh
ference (a role-playing· session) film festival, lect~res by guest
.jr.ld in G~rgetow~. .
· spe~ers, ~Chanukah party: and
There will be a European Sum- a .~P down~ New York City t.o
mj.t Conference in January with vtstt the }eWis~ Museum, Ellis
· othercolleges.Nextsemes~erthey Island, and eat m Kosher restauare traveling to Luxembourg to rants.
attempt a "model European com- ·. The JSO steering committee
· rimriity" environment. If you are consists of _Billy ye~kel, Joshua
interested, contact the I.R.D.C.'s Farber, Peter Bonskm, Rebekah
"fearless" leader Olivier Te . Klein, and Beverly Bailis.· Please The Model United Nations Bard team at one of the tournaments they
·
. .
Boekhorst, at 758-1463, Box 742. - c~ll 758-1313 for more informa- participated in last year.
tion.
.Cacophony
semester. Share your work with
Last year students enjoyed sup- the community. Submissions and
Other academic Clubs:
port for their creative work at queries may be directed to Box
Other Religious Cubs
StudentsofBiology-Rebecca Smith
Psychology Oub- Holly Sindelar Bard Religion Oub- Fred Gannon campus women's readings. There 851. (Please include your name,
has been a need for cooperation address, and/or phone number.)
Muslim Student OrganizationMusical Activities Group.
amongalargernumberoftalented
·
SulemanSobani
Paul Winkler
Other Publications:
· women and for a permanent
Model United NationsVersusGreg Donovan ..
PU.BLICAJ'J_QNS record of both their interaction
-Renee Cramer
'hodosCathleen
Shattuck
and
their
differing
points
of
view.
Art Oub- Glynnis C~tton
· The Split Eye:
Inresponse,agroupofstudentsi s Bardvark- Ed Eigcrman
Photo Club- Shannon Ebner
Reflections on the
now involved in cooperatively The Bard Observer- Greg Giacdo
End of the Century
editing, designing, and publishing Bard Monthly- Gabe Miller .
The Split Eye is a new journal of Cacophony. The journal showcases
critical and imaginative writing . the projects of women students,
POLITICAL
being done in collaboration with alumnae,faculty,andstaff. It also
Environmental
Club
the Dean of Studies office .. The .. provides a forum for discussion.
You
know
all
of
those
recycling
journal is a forum for the Bard
Projects need not be .li~ted to
bins
around
campus
that
make
community to discuss relevant . essays and ~or~s of flc~m~, nor
recycling
convenient
and
fast?
issues. These issues may be re- sho~l~ subrmsslOn~ be lmuted to
fleeted on in any media such as femtmst perspectives. We en- Well, these are t}le people responcriticalessays,non-fiction, fiction, c?urage w?rk represen~ing a va- sible. Now in its third year, the
short stones and poetry.
rtety of ~~wpomts, v1sual art, Environmental Cl~b hasn't . lost
The theme for the first publica- con versa ~Ions ab?u t . per~or- momentum. The group is curtionoftheSplitEyeis_"Reflections rnancesor.Issues,reVIewsofthings . rently a ·part of the James Bay
ontheEndoftheCentury."Wh~e thatha~emterestedyou(perhaps Action Coalition, a group that
have we come from? Where·are so~ethingyousa~,read,orheard aimstoclosehydro-powerplant s
wenow?andWherearewegoing? ~s summer), things you wo~ld in Quebec which they believe are
Perspectives can range from the hke other women to know, bnefs decimating environmental reindividual to the Bard· commu- onworkinprogress,andexcerpt s sources. Active in·all aspects of

.

~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~m
se~~~~~~~h
~
Community
vu.rn~J.'.lcn
the ~=~~~to~~t
large on both interpersonal andohw~~~~~~~
you_r s~bmtssions before the Noro~ental Qub welcomes anyone
Columb.ia County Youth Project.
international levels. These issues vember 1 dea~line. Reproductions interested ·to their soon to be hi-

..

Soviet Studies Cub

R

ELI G I 0

us

In existence for a·few yearS, this
_club organizes films and lectures

Jewish Studenm Otganization

Union. Ac~!vities for this year in
the works are the rerum of the
-YaleRu.s sianChorustoBard,and
possibly a trip. to the culturally
rich ct>mmunity of Brighton
Beach, New York. However, activitiesarelirnited this month due
to the absence of tWo professors
inLeningrad_.Meetingsareoncea
month. 'fhe person to contact is

The intention of the Jewish Students Qrgari.ization is to create a
vital Jewish community on the
Bard _campus for the· Jewish
population as well as lr\terested
non-Jews. ·
_ This year, we ~ave had a large
increase in enthusiasm, interest
and membership in the JSO. We
have initiated weekly Shabbat
services on Friday nights, plan to

alxmti~u~concemingtheSoviet

~~&~.

-·are discusSed from histoiical ._ of artworkwill be black and white weekly meetings on Wednesdays
entific, philosophical, religfo~~, and ~u~tones. The magazine will at 7 pm in Kline Commons.
political and creative points. of be distributed at the end of each
continued on page 4
view, etc.
r----------------------...!..~..:;.
An editorial board will be .re. !!~~ng_~b~ssions'fromfaculty
. a~~ stu~en~s.We· would--appreFor all your typing and editing needs
date typewritten · works. The
deadline for submissions is No876-8868
vemberl.Feelfreetosubffiitprio r
to this date. Submissions and
questions should. be -sen_-t to The
Split Eye, Box 1306.
51 Violet Pl.
We look forward to reading Joan McPartlin

Etc., Etc., Etc..

~~~~~~sh~~~~~~~ooh~~~-------------R_h_.~~-e~b~e~c~k~.~~~~~~2~5~-~'~2

4mon~i with a break for refresh~
ments. .
For more information contact
Samantha Miller.
·

upcoming outings and a slot on
· our mailing list, send your name
to Jason Van Driesche or Keightie
Scherrod via campus mail, or just
. watch for posters around campus.
We'recomingtotakeyouaway!

semester with new volunteers
joining each term. Every partici":'
pant must undertak~ a semesterlong course in first aid which inSkydiving .
eludes emergency breathing, the
four h':Jrry cases, and even emerThe Bard Skydiving Club is just
gency child birthing. With fundthat, a skydiving club. It has ap- .•·
..
.
ing from the Convocation. fund,
proximately thirtj members who Other Recreational Oubs: the College itself and alumni dojump as often as possible during . Bard Billiard Oub-Matt Apple
nations, EMS is the group to call
the season between April and
· ·
·
when you hurtyourself(butdon't
October. The jumps take place.
needanambulance).Membersar e
during the weekends at the
on call twelve hours a day, two or
MaloneParachuteClubtwo-hun YCI
three days a week, carrying
dred miles away. The jumpers
What does YCI stand for? You walkie-talkies to respond to an
spend the weekend at the dub in decide -because the group head, acci~ent as soon··as possible.
a camper.
Karim Zaouch, either doesn't
.
Lastyear,sixty-fivejumpstook know or won't .telL The purpose
, . BBLAGA
place, and this year .already, six ofYCI is to promote school spiri'h' Permanently est9bl~hed in
(hmm- school colors and a mas- 1986, BBLAGA ·(Bard Bisexual,
people have jumpecJ.
, cot?) and to organize better par- Lesbian and _Gay Association) is
· "Our long-term goal," says ties. Thegroupisplanningatleast an organization ~ith an agenda·,
Intjertz4rltio,nal :>tu:aentts Organization perform a dance as
.DavidAmes,dubpresident,"ist o . o.n e large party, and possibly BBLAGA aims ·to bring aware-cultural performances.
·
send a' team to the ·National Col- · more, depending upon furids. In- ness to the campus about gay,
continued from page 3 .·
CREATI 0 N AL legiate Skydiving Champion~ terested students should contact lesbian, and bisexual issues.
ships."B~tthatwillbeahardgoal. Karim Zaouch through campus Weekly films or discussions on
.The Bard Zen
toachieveasthequalificationist o mail.
Thursday on the second floor of
Amnesty International
Dlscordian Jugglers
have two people, each with
Olin are open to everyone, in or
Amnesty International is an in;;.
Association
. twenty-fivejumpsundertheirbelt
Panacea
out of the club.
dependent worldwide movement · This group falls at the "cutting and their own parachutes (which
PANACEA is an organization
Muchoftheirenergyiscurrentiy
working for the internatiomil edge~' (punintended)of juggling, costinexcessofa~hopsanddollars which lampoons events on the being channeled into National ·
protection of h~n - rights. It in all forms. This group of jug- apiece).
.
Bar<;! campus. "When something Coming Out Day, October 11.
seeks the release of prisoners·of
The
cost
for
the
f~rst
jump,
happens
on campus," says Emily BBLAGA plans to sponsor a so- ·
conscience who are detained glers is dedicated to spreading
the joy and wonder of harmonic . including instruction, is $120, but Glick, one of the key members of cial for lesbians, gays, and bianywherebccauseoftheirbeliefs , flight.BeginningrighthereatBard it gets less expensive after that. the organization, "we make fun sexuals of surrounding commucolor, f)CX, ethnic origin, language College, one can take part in the For further 'questions, contact · of it/' 'We do this," Glick goes nities as well as what ·has been;
or religious creed, provided they juggling jollity; whether it be 2, 3, David Ames.
·
on," through
~he
various desc;ribed as a Meenage a Trois
have not used or advocated viopublishings around campus or debutante ball. Other activities for
or 4 balls, pins, chairs, bowling
lence.Itworksforfairandpromp t balls, knives, torches or chainthrough posters which we dis- the week include tabling session
0 t• Cl b
trials for all political prisonersand
.
u mg u
.
tribute!'
· to sign and send letters to gov~
works on behalf of stich people saws,noneshouldgothroughlif e
Do you enjoy getting up at 2
In response to last years take emmentagenciesaboutpertinen t
detained without charge or trial. withoutkn?wi~gth~"Symphonic a.m. to hike up a mountain and over of Ludlow, PANACEA took
issues.
·R bee
.·
snu'th 1s· the coord'mator · Symmetry'
of Jugghng. Come to scream your way into· frozen over the radio station "(not in ex- . Along with the BBSO, LASO,
e
ca
th
f'
t
ff'
'al
..
~.:. .
th
.
y'
f th B d h te h ·ch
t
e Irs o let gauaenng; e ve . oblivion a.s you watch the sunrise- istence at that time), demanding ISO, and Women's Center,
0
~ a~ c ap. t r w
~~ s . got the balls to teach you ( no puri from a fire tower on the top? The to see the Beastie Boys, and ex- BBLAGA will
share the fom1er
~ee hy. . e~ e an. mat et; intended). To find out more, con- Outing Club has your number.
panded the sign which read Women's Center offi_ce to unify
0
· ers .opmg_ c ~ pnsonetrir~.
tact Shawn Taylor.
· 'brdoesaleisurelystroll throug-h "LUDLOW TAKEN" to read all of the clubs with target audiconscience m JOretgn coun es.
·
This year it is- hoped . a former
a bluestone sculpture garden "LUDLOWTAKEN BY ALIENS.;' ences.
prisoner of conscience could be a
Scottish Country Dance sound more y~ur pace? Not all of This year when asked riot to pad"
Other Oul?s:
guest speaker as Amnesty Inter- The Scottish Country Dancers' us ~t the Outing O';Ib are mas- ·their budget request, PANACEA
sent theirs in a box of packing Film Committee- Katya McElt~rsh
national works for human rights club,-has been around for a year ochists.
; .
·
across the world.
WxBC 540 am- Corin See
but has been an official funded
Or are you the sophisticated peanuts.
club for one ~mester. The club type who enjoys going to the Met
For further questions or inquir- Women' sCenter- Fiona Lawrt:mce
·has a ~eacher, trained by the Royal to watch Aida" through opera ies, write to box 927.
Sexual Minorities Aligned for.
Other Political Oubs:
Scottis~ Co~ntry Dance Society, glasses and sip champagne at inCommunity Educatio~ and Su~
EMS
_Young Socialist ~liancewho teaches students, faculty, termission? The OUting Oub has
·
EMS (Emergency Medical Ser- port- Sarah Warden
Gabriel Miller
staff, and community members your ticket (and at a subsidized vices) is a group of volunteers Latin Amencan Student~ OrganizationCoalition for Choice-Usa.~ger
rate, too).
AnnCheco
who·perform first aid and serve as
Institutional Negligence Committee- this traditional dance.
The club generally meets 'e very
Or are you into just plain old first responders to medical acci- Bard Recording Studio- . UsaSanger
other week and attends dances hiking in some pretty amazing dents at Bard College. Under the
· John McWeif
Progress~ve Action Collaborativeoff
campus.
The
dancers
dance
places,
Audio
Co-oplike
direction
Bash
Albert Height
Bish
of
professional
Falls
or
EMT's,
- Gabriei Miller
from 7:30 to 9:30 on the first, third, North Lake? You know where to Andy Molloy and David Ames, Bard Black Stu.dent Organizationand fifth Wednes~ays of the go! For a tentative schedule of EMS became a formal .group last
Renae Plummer ·
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The Educational PollciesCominittee has
started its work with-this semester's facUity
evaluations, and we'd like to let you know·
who we are, so that you can let us know
what you think. The EPC consists of nine
members, inquding the chair a~~ two
moderated ·students from each division.
EPC members are available for any questions or comments you would like to make
abou-t academics at Bard. Please feel free to
approach or writ~ to us abOut your con~
cerns. We meet often with Dean Levine
and Dean Greenberg, so we can discuss
any problems we see, and try to get them
~olved. If you have any-questions about
academic policy, we will' try to answer
those, too.
·
· .
Our main focus for the next few weeks
will be this semester's faculty evalua ti~ns.
The students collect .testimony for the
professors in their aivision, then summarize all the opinions they receive and
submit them for the file for the. Faculty
Evaluation collUl_littee to use in their recommendatio~ to the President. If you have
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taken ~lasses wtth any of the professo~~ Ol\
the list, _please :~ite ~ 1~~ _ th~ fa~lty.
evaluators will .have a:tul~g,It'~~ picture of

Andrea Stein
Amy O'Hara

Languages ~d Literature
Margaret Loftus
(COY member)
Mary Carol DeZutter

Arts

Natural Science and Mathematics
Jeff Bolden
Shanaz Padamsee
Chairperson
Melissa Cahoon
(COY member) 758-3P67

.

Elizabeth Mead

stuqentopini-on: S~uden~~v1s~ona~report~- -

must be handed in by mid-Octol'ler,_sri get
Social
your· tettersl~-befo-re -reading week. . ___
Rich.:Jarld•L.I•GL.t.uo::r::~odon
William Driver
&>me of the ot}ler i~l1~~~~~b!!X~- ~n . .
Tom
Suzanne
WolfVromen
talking about are probieins With practice
Larry Fink (alternate)
John Fout (alternate)
space and art-studios;th~ il~'Y'Ji!Jiaiy fines,
Natural Science and Mathematics
Language and Literature
instituting meetings with _majors abc:>1.~t
- Ethan Bloch
L-~
Bill
Wilson
upcomirig courses,_a'rid t~~--f~c!l~.tY~~~alu- .
Nancy
Leonard
Bill
¥aple
ation.forms we an OIJ ()~tiltfug_el1cJ~qL!b~~-
Rosenberg (alternate)
Peter Dolan (alternate)
semester. -If you have ideas to improve
registration or L&:T, or ~a~e,it ~~si~Lf~~ 
transfers to make the transitio~ to Bard,
fell us. There are aiso two members on the
John Pruitt, Tenure
Chris Callanan, Rehiring
EPC on the Co~ittee on Vacancies whi_c_h c
Arthur: Burrow, Rehiring
Lindsay Watton, Rehiring _
,,
i~ compo-sed o(~he Fa~~(t)T_ge~-'!"t~-~-~~ the~~
Amy Cheng, Rehiring
Natural Science and Mathematics
two students. This committee considers_
Larry Fink, Rehiring
John Ferguson, Senior
ail hiring. requests and
appro~e~~-~~~=
Sarah Rothenberg, Rehiring
Social Studies
nies, or postpo-nes a deciSion which then
Jean French, Senior
Kathleen Barker, Rehiring
goes on to the President fo~ a final deciLanguages ~d Literature
Garry Hagberg, Rehiring _
sion.EPCmembersareyourelectedrepreFranz Kempf, Tenure_
Julie Feinsilver, Rehiring
senfativffi it\ academic n)atf~ci of )h~~~:
James ·Romm, Rehimg
·· Frank Oja, Senior
lege, so let us know what
neecl~o-~o~¥~U-Hua Ying, Rehiring .
·o~
.
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- The Student Life Committee has set up
office hol.irS for this 5err!_e-ster:_. On Tuesdays
from ·4-5 PM and Fridays from 9-10 ~,
someo-ne from the _committee will be
available to hear-any complaints, suggestions,· etc., etc_., ·from any student. The
office is upsta.l~s in the Old Gym. ·
-- AlsopleasefindenclosedalistofStudent
Life Comrriittee members for this seme~
ter. All students are encouraged to contact
any of us with any-concerns. The address
for the committee is Box 6, and -we can ~
reached at 758-1463.
·
Student Life Committee members,
·
Fall semester 1991
. I'

Oliver te Boekhorst (Chair)·
Miriam Arsenbll!g
Manar Balow ·
·Necll._~rofee

·Stephanie Burke
Tushanee Kuruppu
David Rolf·

J~st when you were begining to
lose faith in thegoodOle'U.S.of A., We've
decided- to review two good American beers (and you thought that they didn't
exist). Unfortunately,duetocircumstances
beyond oirr control, the Phantom has fallen
gravely ill (cough, cough) and is on heavy
medication (look! Birdies!). However, be-

finnegan
* Based on past life

i feel much better. No, No, No,. You're
sick- watch some more TV. Ok, Ok, how
do you get the Nature channel on this
thj.ng? ·
·
- ~
causewe~reateam,thePhciritomwillcom·w~ (I) have also decided to
ment to the best of his facilities while l broadenourhorizonsbyconsumingNew
drink all the beer and don't give him none. Amst~t'dam Ale. Which! mightadd (look
(Hey! that's not fair!... r~ Ok, let me try . out,he'sgoingto) isoneofthebestdrinks
and uh ...pass the Advil please).
.
I have ever had._-From the way that it
· ·-- F- I don't think so, Phantom. So pours, the color, thesinell~ to the head that
passmeacoldmugandaNew Amsterdam I'm getting; just looking at it is art. And
·Amber Beer. We open it up and ... aaah. drinking it is
It's definitely amber, and it's color is really (gee that does
robust. Itsmellsreallyreallygood. Andit look... LOOK
tastes excellent. This is a classic amber O~R THEREbeer. Not too dark, but just dark enough. IT'S EI..V_ISJ _
(I'm feeling better). It's a little like the EIVis?Where?l
~ Watneys' Roo Barrel, but with a superior thought he
·flavor. It does get a little foamy, but the was... hey! get
slightly hopsy (Javor is extremely . re- off my beer!
freshing. This is a beer that I would neve,r (honest, I was
.:tum down (like you would anyway-P) if just lc:>oking)
offered. Do you have anything to say Well, fine, but
Phantom? Phantom, hello. Phantom,... look from o\rer
PHANTOM! l;:Iuh, what? You've tried there 'cause I
llosr:am
this before, right- so talk. Uh, I liked it. It get to drink it
S1.91l6patk
was really smooth, and the tap version all. Anyway,
wasgrecit. Hey,howaboutgivingmeone, this is ~ v~ry

**Really wanted to try UU,s
fine Ale. Different from a bCer in taste, but
dose to the Amsterdam Amber. I think
that it's better. And the Phantom, well, he
may never know.
..
- One last note: Because of the_Precipitous preponderance of Partays this
weekend, th~ beer column party will be
sometime after reading week- hopefully
sooner rather than later. In the mean time,
come out of the closet and Save Nackenoff!
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Me n a e a Tro ts:
TheEx tende Debut ante Remix

Queer .
by EphenGlennColter

Well, well, well .. .I know I'm a queen,
but behind the glitz and glitter of the tiara
is a halo (like the whore with the heart of
gold). So when I write "we" it is not the
imperial ''We'' my friends, but the
empirical"we" ...Oui? Those who take issue would like to make it dear that my
views and perspectives don't reflect or
respect all anglos (oops! angles). I've gotten so busy trying to cover my ass that I'm
just going to have to drop the figleaf for a
while~ Th9se silly suffixes and prefixes
need a spanking. It behooves me to refer
only to sexuals, to queerer masculinities
and femininities, variations on a theme we
can all identify with/in/out/among.
To kick off National Coming Out Day
October11, BBLAGAisgivingyoua week's

notice. Beginning with the spiked heel and get-up. So dress to get shade. Any of you
steel-tipped boot of the Menage, this Sat- opting to wear ''wbi"te" better be able to
urday, October 5! (Time to find that glass prove your innocence._And I don't care if
slipper Cinderella, or those blue "suede _ you're card-Carrying "this" or that"
shoes Elvis) Help us make life more easier sext.ial, just be-acondom-caiTying one. You
for us all-on-whatever level you're com- don't have to -play fair (which is-the fairer
fortable with the notion of COming out"; sex?) you just have to play safe.
_··Gimme,gimme,gimme...yourtired,your
rather it'~ someone you know, someone
bored, your lonely- your two bucks- and
you knew, or someone you are._
· One and all are INVITED and WEL- the Menage _-will give you head music, hip
COME to the Debutant Ball. BBLAGA is music, dan5e music! Give the Menage thenot affiliated with the Outing Oub, so old gym, a sound system~ "moral" and/ or
keep your shirt on! If your straightjacket · 11immoral'' support, and the Menage will
still fits, wear it! If it's double-breasted--give you an even BIGGER, better, shadier
wearit!ldon'tcarewho~earsthepantsin soiree! A place to smoke, hang-out, and
thefamilyorwhat'supyourslee ve,ifthat stay up late: PLEASE STAND AND SIT
aguninyourpocketoryou'reju sfglad to ON THE GRASS. Give up on this dry
see us. Saturday is a day to be creative, campus arid come to our little oasis. The
daring, and risque. Maybe teon -wilf even - Menage can whet your ·whistle!
All the input/time/energy is ready for
lend you a bow t~e (to tie someone up?).
entertain-posters,
for zaps,
OUTPUT,
costu~e/
· There will be prizes for best
.
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An opell.Ietter to the: Bard ~otitmunity
My name is Tom Regner, and I am a precedented effect on the human mind. It _ the approach of nearly anyone, while resiJunior majoring in physics. Earlier this has the ability to create, in Dofalstien's dents of Red Hook only experience the
semester I brought forth into the world a words, an uengulfing state...[of] mindless phenomenon when·a Bard Student iscomSenior Projectprop<>sal which recently met fascination." Watching for this trance-like in~ftoward them? ·
3)-ls there a conneCtion between ObliVithe approval of the great physics gurus. state is the only currently known method
.,
ons and the rigid shell that forms around
However, because of the unusual nature of studying Oblivi-ons.
As far as is known, Oblivi-ons are only many people who are particularly suscepof the project, and the somewhat unorthodox field research techniques I must formed close to the gro.imd, in an area tjble to Oblivi-on forinatiQn?
_;l!'t grd~r to -~l!_d~ answ~~~ to ~ese quesemploy, a member of the administration from one to three . me~ers in front of a
has sugges~ed that I inform the Bard human observer's fee[ This formation is lions, I must undertake a vast amount of
community of my intentions so that I do not randdm, but is _somehow stimulated ir;tt~nse field sttidy,-and I h~ve explained
by the approach of another person. The the phenomP.non such detail so that the
not disturb anyone unduly.
As my -Senior Project, I intend to un- Oblivi-ons exist for less than hundredth people I am observing will have an underdertake the first formal study of a per- of a second before dissipating, bufwithln standing of my curiosity.
My initial objective, which underlies all
plexing and elusive object tentatively that time they never fail to _attract the
known as the Oblivi-on. This macroscopic attention o~ one or both people. Those who of these questions, is to attempt to obtain a
particle was first observed by Abraham glimpse theseOblivi-ons have no meinory physical description of the Oblivi-ons
Dofalstien of the Rensellear Polytechnic of the image, but are nevertheless over- themselves. Thus, people whom I observe
staring at the ground while passing by
co~e with a fascination they cannot exInstitut~, while he was vaca_tioninginNew
myself or someone else should not be peruntil
ground
the
at
intently
staring
for
plain,
only
exists
it
Because
York in.l987.
extremely short periods of time, and can- the two individuals pass by one another. turbed _when I _shout UW~:tat are you looknotbecreatedinthelaboratory,th evalidity This trance-like period varies in duration, i~g at? Think back quickly! What did
of his report :wa~ _doup~~ _for three years, but always encompasses the time during you see there on the ground?" Individuuntil a particularly high concentration of which normal, unaffected humail"6efrigs . als" who frequently exhibit this behavior
greet one may be publicly asked to wear fancy shoeOblivi-on's developed right here in would make eye contact
video cameras or particle detectors. Those
another in-a friendly inanner.
·
Annandale-on-Hudson.
This is all that is currently known about who exhibit the shell phenomenon should
But lri spite of the confirmation of the
Oblivi-on1s existence, the partiCle has dog- Oblivi-ons, and much of it is still theory. be prepared to have the space around_
gedly kept its secrets hidden. Thus, · al- The questions I wish to probe with my them probed with various types of electronic equipment.
though Oblivi-ons continu_e to appear and project are as follows:
1)-What is the stimulus that causes · I am certain that my_efforts will be met
disappear at Bard in ever increasing numbers, most scientists have dismissed them Oblivi-on formation when -a person ap:. with the sort of open friendliness of whi_ch
as simply impossible to study, with several proaches?Why do some individuals cause Bard students are notorious, and with the
distinguished scholars concluding that and/or experience Oblivi-on formation realization thatyourminorinconveniences
are for the greater good of a better scien_
not be a physical and others do not?
Oblivi-on creation
2)-Why are Oblivi-ons so increasingly tific understanding of the world we live in.
phenomenon.
A major part of the particle's elusive prevalent' here at Bard? Why do Bard stu-:fomRegner
nature is due to its inexplicable a~d un- dentsexperienseOblivi-onforma tionwith

a
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ment, and more. The back-up behind-thescenes is ready to keep· the beaf, hold a
note," and pump up the volume! -The Menage is still open to a few good exhibitionists, contortionists, tight-wire' waikcrs,
trapeze artists, etc., but we'll settle for bad
taste in striptease artists, go-go~ dancers,
drag queens, rude bartenders, raunchy
comedians ~ boun~ers, poseurs, Dominance/ Dominatrix (door), and anything
else that might UP the ANTE and CALL
your BLUFF.
You know what to expect- so just let me
get this shade out of the way: -·Whoever leapfrogged into the conclusion -t hat SAGA in the last article was
meant to be anything inore than an attempt to make us "all aware of the· AIDS·
pandemic and ignorance in South Asia _here's mud in your I.

........--........

Dear Ralph RC!_g ers,
Wood Food Service:
I am appalled at your switch from·Coke
to Pepsi. Haven't you heard about Local
812's boycott of the Newburgh Pepsi Bottler (your supplier)? Do you -know why
they've been on strike since July 4, 1989?
The owner of the bottlerpayshis workers
less than any other bottler in the Newburgh
area (where there are also Coke and 7up
bottling plants). In fact, his highest paid
driversrnake$12.95anhourwhil estarting
drivers at nearby Coke and 7up make
$15.75 an hour! He also, prior fo ~e bargaining time, never offered to pay for any
insurance for his workers! _Aft~r_ bargaining agreements, he offered t() pay half
(such a generou-s offer) when ·-most corporations, including Coke an4 7up next
door, give full medicql and dental coverage.
I am not writing this to be P ~~· because
we all know about Coke's investments in
South Africa. This·is a local matter that
needs our support! As a community of
approximately 1500 people, when you include faculty, students and workers, we
can make quite a statement by further
·
supporting Local812's _boycott.

Brad Richman

7

Mqo I I _p,U-~Y mediocr~
by Jonathan Miller

has worked for years without
pay),-and Karen (an ex-moonie
who got away from cult figures
for about three months before
hoqking up with Bill). Bill is determined to come out in the open
again. Obsessed with terrorists,
hesays, "Yearsago,Iusedtothinkit

l7,000 couples are married in
Madison Square Garden by the
ferventlyworshippedSunMyung
Moon. A writer whose books are
read by legions, but is never seen
in public prepares to go to his
death rather than publish again. was possible for a novelist to alter the
In the wreckage of Beirut, a street inner life of the culture. Now bom~
leader _mobilizes children ih an makers and gun-men have ta/cen_ th4t
attempt to attack, destroy, and territory. They make raids on _bum_an
. :. , .
make a name for-himself. In Don conscious~s-". . .
DeLillo's new novel Mao II, he _ Muc,h of De Lillo's book is talkexplores the cults of ~rsonality ing- empty people talking about
-· that grow out of _ the empty dreams~ IIl. the brief pasdepersonalization of modern life. sages of description betwee_I!_dia:Liriking the worship of a religious Iogue, his spare, steel-wool pro~
cult leader, the pursuit ·of a style, peppered by cluster bombs
Pynchonesque writer, and a char- of imagery, evokes a cold, barren
ismatic military leader, he looks world divided into two partsat the sort of people who feel the the worshipful surrendering all,
urge to_follow. Who will be the. and ~e wor$hipped isolated by
next Mao Tse-Tung, command- their fame. As bleak as it is, it
ing the adoration of millions? brings you in, sustaining your
the
throughout
What will people surrender in interest
order to have a leader to follow? book. ..almost.
Gray decides to make the great
_Sound powerful? It is... almost.
De Lillo's protagonist is writer, ·_step out into the public when a
_Bill Gray, who has not been seen young Swiss_poet is take'} hosor photographed _in years. Sud- tage. Requested to take part· in a
denly, he surprisingly agrees to a reading to aid the hostage's rephoto session witli Brita Nilsson- lease, Bill flies to Beirut, leaving
a photographer obsessed _with Karen and Scott anchorless in
writers, especially ones in w~r America. Arrivfng in Lebanon, he
areas. Arriving at his isolat~ es- is struck dum~ by how ·helpless
tat~,_ she finds Gray ~harlng his he feels sprung from his co~ort
house· with a devoted ar~hivist able solitude:T*~n in py iiterary
named Sc_?t~ (an ex-drifter who activists trying to fi~gotiate -~os-

Don D~}illo, a~thor of MAO II .. .
tage release~, he is eventually
asked todoagreatdealmoreth~n
· was {irSf intended. ·As Gray prepares to pay an enormous price to
achieve !'¢~mption! Brita is per-- -

-

Here"'sth~
by Jim Frank
_ If you enjoy Japanese food, you
may be disappointed about the
·disappearance of Mariko's. But.
don't hold a grudge against its
replacement; the Old Post ~ad
Tap House is likely to earn a reputationasoneof the best restaurants
in the area, if you all give it ~
·
chance.
Before I talk about the food, I
want to mention ·my only significant disappointment. They_ call
themselves a ~');'ap House," which,
to me, meanS . that -they should
have at least ten beers on tap.
Well, there are_o~y three, a real
shame. However, as a s~ll saving grace, they do have Whitbread
Ale on Tap. It's good ale, and it
isn't terribly overpriced at $1.75
for a lOoz mug or $2.50 for a pint.
So then, what about the food?
Well, the selection of

bring to ~d the R~iiing- ROck
· Cafe or the Friday's chain.
Chicken wings, potato skins, fried
mozzarella wedges, and the IU<e .
are all available and are fairly
cheap. I wouldn't blame_you for
making a meal .of these- they're
certainly tasty enough - but the
--main courses are quite good, as·
well.
The av~rage price of entree~- is
nine or ten dollars with the shell
steak being the most E!Xpensive at
$14.95. Thesefiguresmayseema
little high for the budget Bard
student, put entrees C»"e served
with choice of soup or salad and a
vegetable. My dining companion,
Lyn, had the ribs, and (a selfproclaimed expert on ribs) said
they ''blew away Rolling Rock's
ribs." Fair praise. I agreed that
they .w ere good, but then, my
opinion doesn't hold muc.h
next to that of an

.
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mitted to photograph a rising
young terrorist leader, a new focus of worship rising out of the
ruined city of Beirut.
De Lillo is playing with po·w er-
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beef'·--- -- -

VegetarianS may be a little disappointed. Theonly"vegetarian"
option on the menu is saQteed
scallops. It is, however, highly
re~commended by the staff
(hmmm). Thereisalsoalisto.Hive
or si?C specials which change e~
eryday. I'm told that there is alwaysatleastonevege_tarianentree
on this list, and both tlmes I have
eaten there, this wa_s-the case! _
· So, if you don't mind dropping
_about thirty bucks, my approximate price for dinner for two with
an appetizer and dlinks, go for it. .
It really is good food for the
money. If you're low on cash, do
what I d-o -put it on your Amex
or Visa_.If you really can't afford
it, order a burger or a sandwich
from the list by the bar. You may
get a frown from the waitress~ but
at least you'll have something to
wash down withyour~hitb~~
---

--
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ful stuff here. It's rare to come
across a book,even in literary_
publishing, that presents ideas as
powerful and compelling as Mao
II's. His concepts regarding mass
behavior and power struggle Inspire contemplation, and he has a
knackformakingseeminglybland
characters intriguing.
Th~ trouble Is, the book fails to
hang together. Rather than the
slick sculpted stealth fighter that.
it needs to be, Mao II is a clunky
biplane. Read the plot summary,
and the book sounds like a powerful work of emotion and ·history. Read the book,o: and the dis-_
parateelements, the subplots, the
undertext, the grand philosophy,
and the political and religious
themes simply fail to gel. Bits stick:
out at odd angles, characters get
lost, and tl'l:ematic concerns get
.
dropped.
De Lillo doesn't pull his punches
as Robert Coovei did with
Finocchio in Venice, but his dreams
get lost in much the same way:
Mao II has far too much squeezed
into far too little- just not enough
plot to support the gluteus weight
of De Lillo's thinking. If this was
graded, the author would receive
at least a C+ for his work. Unfortunately, with the broad, universal statements De Ullo tries to
make, the final word is Pass/Fail
only.
(Mao II ©1991, is published by
~
Viking.for $19.95)

D~vidRat!EiY_o ()pet\Sefes
by Michael Poirier - -

.

--- - i1-Joly-Ghostu
theo.; young alcoholic/ drug· addict. A poet for over thirty years, he
server with the notion that this part Leconte's poems were in contrast remembershisfir stexperience with
of the Trinity is actually feminine. to Rattray's own style, opting in.: writing poetry resulted in a poem
With unpredictable moods which stead for an often ridiculous attheageofeight .Inhisearlyteens ,
commanded complete attention, conversationalis m. With the -ex- he caine under the-tutelage of the
the poet questions the desperation ception of the angry tour-de--force respected poetJolu\ Hall Wheelock,
of religious faith in a world that is of "I'm not afraid of the wind," who became Rattray's most
absent of truth and beauty. We are - most of LeConte's work seemed to prominent influence. In 1965, he
bomintoconfusi on,createdby"an be, to quote himself, "a lovely and his wife spent' a year in Paris
Adversary whose onlycharacteris- scandal."
where he made th~acquaintance of
tic is that he doesn't exist."
In New York City, Rattray is a French playwright, Antonin
"For forty years I never pitied" professionaleditor,bl.!thefeelsthat Artaud. Rattray's first publication
revealsthepoeta shewatcheswith his' "real work is [his] poems and wasatranslationo fArtaud'spoetry,
myriad eyes his past an<:l presents translations." Currently, he . is and it was Artau'dwho introduced
mingling together. "To lie about a working to complete his first novel. him to the manusc~pts ofLcContn
dreamisqeath," andouronlyhop
of salvation is to dig deeply into thee •--------------.-.------..a:·"\1~
David Rattray r.eiu#ng poetry from consciousness and discover. the
Qpenin~ the Eyelid
unearthly patternS within our re---

''Life is a bOok I can never get my hands on, much less write,"· confesses poet/ translator David
Rattray in his poem, "To the Blue
Wall." September 25, Rattray read
fromhis~k,OpeningtheEyelid,as

wellastranslatio nsfromtheFrenc h
by Roger Gilbert-Leconte.
· This was not Rattray's first appearanceatBard. Last May, he performed a keyboard interpretation ·
of musical compositions of the obscure Elizabethan composer, Jolul ·
Lugge. But this evening, Rattray
stood at .the podiupt ~ding and
nursing a black and blue left eye. A
judo instructor, he had been hurt
accidentally earlier in the day arid
was now suffering the good-na-·
tured ironyoe'opening theeyelid."
Rattray read five poems from the
Opening of the Eyelid, starting ~th
'The Mantis.'' A meditation on the
si~ple structUres o.f ·nature an4
man's sublime place in our world,

cl\ciifenges

and cears

-

--

apraJi'n~~ -~~~rm~ - -~~~i~~~=~rr:~, ~s

niune~-~f

existence._of
lhe
Rattray'sfrontla wil.
· · - Rattray's recent book of LeConte
__Th~ bri~t. ~l,;!t ~ov.J:ng, '~ey translations. LeConte w~s an au.:.
don'thcwetohay e_t\lat_lciok"which tho~a~dpoetwhodiedNewYears'
fuU_!>.}Xed~ _y~p0weifui
ol Th~Y,l%r;-m Paris frOm tetanus
(ear ~d_ physical violence as alle- because of a cont~minated n~le.
gory to the dangers of our·depen- Rattray foun~ .himself fascinated
thepoeindescri~sthebriefviolent d~~1L1J.JX>n modem technology.
wi~ -~anslating the works of the

-iffiages

Is a new publication on campus. It is ·the effort
of a group of women to mak~ a forum for the.
exhibition and disscussion of women's creativity an(i ideas. Please direct all submission$ to
box 857 by Nov. 1 st.
.

#Exciting ·SpectiU~~·o:tBard fa~UrfY_ &~raendS' ·
by Gl~ G~a~
. Bard ~d va~r Colleges:A.ccom- ~ fessor~.-.or--~fil'sic, ~-pr~emierecf '
.
... ~
OnWednesday,S ept.25,theBard
Music Faculty and Friends presented An Exciting SpeclJ'Um of
20th CentUry Mu~ic." True _to its
name, the performance included a
wide array of musical genres.
-The opening piece, "Intimate
Exchinges,'~by Arthur Krieger was
perf()rmedbyPat ridaSpencer, who

paniedbyJoanTo weronpiano,the
twoperformedC laudepebussey's
"Sonata For Cello and Piano," and
were receive4 wi~ en~usi.~sm by
the au~ience:.
David Krakauer, on clarinet, fol1ow~ with a Joan Tower composition entitled, ''Wings." Krakauer
has received awards from the Con:.
cert Artists' Guild-of New York
playedflute,accom~edbytaped Competition and the 1984
electronics~ As !)l_eJit]~ suggests; Nim:mbergOlamberMusicA":Y~d.
''Intimate Exchanges'' united the The audience unquestionably recsynthesized sound and the flu~·~ ognized his talents, giving him the
interaction to forma piece of music loudest applause ofthe evening.
thatextendedthe capacitiesofboth
The secorid half of the perforsounds.
IJlAA~.w~_ JAQ~_~y~n_~-garde than
Luis Garda-Retlart, cellist, fs .
the relitively traditional first half.
memberofthemu sidacultyofboth RichardTcitelba um,a visiting proII

a-_.

0

PHOTOS, ESSAYS, FICTION, COLLAGE, POETRY, DRAWINGS, INTERVIEWS, ti:i

announcin g

·-

20, discount

"Golernics/'apie ce-thatjOinedman
and machine. Teitelbaum pia~
_his synthesizer, accompanied by a
rornputerlZed. '"golem." The comptiter was nof piograirimoo _With
inusic,.merely way5·of resporidirig
to the performer's 11input." Although ~tarting slowly, things.got ·
rolling about a third of the way into
the pieee, and tPward the end~ the
golemwasreturn ingbizarrevoice like sounds.
Sarah Rothenberg performed ~
piano piece entitled " ...Any time
future contained' in time past..''.
This piece explored theconnection
between old and new piano works.
The final piece of the evening
was entitled "Ink Jungle," composed by Catherine Schieve and
SAT • ACT • LSAT • GMAT •.G RE •_MCAT
performed by Schieve, Leo Smith,
and Chuck Stein. This piece was College & Grad Sc?ool Selection & Enrollment Assistance
performed fu the round, and audiFree Diagnostic Exams
ence members were encouraged to ...-..-~-=-!.T HE
move around to the back edge of
the stage. The performers hung an·
~
C(lll fo_r ttJ.formatton..
abstract painting, which served as
the score to this improvisational
EDUCATI 0 NAL GR0 U·P
.. .
perfonnance, in the middle of the
stage. A number of instruments ·
were used, i,n cluding a bass drum,
a clarinet, a number of wood flutes,
and the voices of the individual
performers. The piece was a powerful finale to the concert.
V'

•]ftNK
IN
l
.1

Tonight?t_Maris~!!!

Classe s Now- For~ing
In Pough keepsi e, call

Catherine Schieve (front), Leo Smith (behind painting), and Chuck Stein
(not shuwn) performed "Ink Jungle" around an abstract painting.
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Bl~ers miss their goal ~Sports Schedule sat. s ~~~~ c~~~~~n'Jtational ~
,by Matt_Apple

The Blazer soccer teams once
again fell to stumbling blocks in
their quest for NAJA .stardom, as
both
~ete blanked by their
opponents. Though losing 2-0 to
Southern VennontCollege to drop
their record to 1 and 6 overall, the
women's soccer team fared substantially better than their coun..;
terparts. The men's soccer team
continued struggling to find the
goal as powerful New Jersey Institute of Technology, an NCAA
team, severelyovermatchedJhem.
The final score was an 11 - 0
drubbing, al~hough NJ Tech only
scored ten goals (this according to
an anonymous, bashful Blazer).
· The women's tennis team, at'tempting to win their first ~tch
of the season, lost two matc~es to
Russell Sage and Stevens In~titute
of Technology to lo~er their
record _to 0 .and 4. Both losses,
especially to Stevens, wete clos~

teams

games, _a nd l?oth were shortened :
.
Men's Soccer
..
Women's . Tennis
:
by 'fading daylight.
. _•
•
The men's cross. country team · ·Sat. 5 St. Joseph'!:' College at Rhinebeck Thurs. 3 at SUNY New Paltz 3:30 •
finished7thoutoftenteamsatth:e : .
2pm
Tues. 8 at Western Connecticut 3:30:.
St. Rose Invitational last Satur- •
•
day. The King's c~nege took-tst :
~ Women's Soccer
Women's Volleyball
:
~lace and had the race'~ win~~g : Sat. 5 Nyack College at Rhinebeck noon
Tues. 8 at SUNY New Paltz Spm ·
tune of_2?=52 a~ well. Fn)al tunes • ' Mon. 7 at M!)rymount College 4pm
Wed. 9 Marist
·home 6pm•
for the. five mile race for Bard • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •. • • ·• • • • , • • • • • • •
were Bra<;! Richman (15th) 29:28,
:

!

BenJordan(33rd)3i:56,BillYeskel
{40th)
32:48, Enrique Lopez (54-th)
37:<>9, and Chris Hymas (56th)

~~!!~i7.r~~~:E

tfme,by Annei<imofNYU(19:24) .
seta new meet record. .
The women's volleyball team .
was the only Blazer team to keep
theballbouncing,astheysn:tasherl
past Mt. St: Vincent 15-1, l5-1l,
13-15,15-7. Thewomen's _volleyball team is now 6 and 4 overall,
and undefeated in CACC co.nference play. . ·
V'

I_B·.Mcan.·... help' Y<?U.
th_--~-ou-_.gh ·so~ne ·senou
_·s
__
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•
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Female Athlete of the Week :- Laurie Curry
Laurie Curry played ·heJ:. first
intercollegiate tennis ·match three
weeks
ago against New Jersey Tech. The
history :
major from Meadville, Pa, def~Jed
her .:
oppo~ent.6/2, 6/3, and hasl'!-'t lost yet.
·" I t ' s
il"onic,"saysLaurie, "because my highschool
didn't have a
· women's teM,is team, I sat the bench on the men's team for four
years."
·
·
Laurie also praises her teammates and coach. "A ~ot of them
just started playing tennis when they came here I mean, picked
up a racket for the first time. We have the potential to become a
really good team in a couple of years." .

Male Athlete of the Week - ·c hris Waddell
This sophomore goalie from Fannington,.Me, ha~ opposing
coaches praising his performance. · "I am impressed to see
Chris's improvement in just one year," said the Dominican
· College men's Soccer coa~l:r· Chris recorded 31 saves in the first
five games this year, 10 of them from. one.:.on-on~ encounters.
"It's great to be recognized once in a while," Chris says, with a
laugh,"especially since everyone always says 'He's the one who
let in all those goals!"' _ .
. .
. _
. Bei-n g the only goalie, a rarity for a soccer team, Chris would
like to see another player beCome his backup so that the ~o
goalies could work together on str~tegies during practice. Chris
believes the m~st important goal of this year's men's soccer team
is to strengthen team hnity for future seasons. "It's really important to build a core of players, so next year. we have a lot of
returning players."
·

Gh•e clear t'i.mal
impact to complex subjects
u•ith an IBM Personal System.

lflth preloaded software like
Microsoft® Excel* 3.0, eren
spreadsheets are a bree~:

Creating profi•ssionallooking charr" and graphs
has nerer bern ea.r•ier.

..
Whether you're simplifying a complex ifl('a. or t•xplaining
the complexities of what seems cs imple.an IBM Personal System**
is a must. IBM offers a range of PS/21!' and PS/l"' models
'·
to choose from, all with preloaded softwaf(' and. more-speeial
student prices and affordable loan payments.t ~uy now and
you'll get a special Bonti~ Packtt worth
over $1.000 in savings on air travel,
phone calis. software and more. Anti
~·ho couldn't rcl~te to that? Visit
your campus outlet to find out how
to make an IBM Personal System
An IBM Personal System
click for you.
can change the way you lit•e. .

·For further; ·information contact
Bonnie Gilinan, ext. 496
Henderson·Computer Resources Center
Office 301 ·
-.
.· ~

§:€~~~·

•M~erosolt Excel is the Academic Edition. ••ThiS offer is available to nonprofith~ghereducation Institutions, the1r students. faculty and st9-!l. as weH as IL' n...>npr,1t1t f\ 1.:
institutions, their faculty and staff.These IBM Selected Academic Solutions are available through Rar'ticipattng campus outlets. IBM Authon;:ed PCDealer~;..·ertoiiN
to remarket Selected Academic Solutions or IBM 1 800 222-7257. Orders are subject to availability and IBM may wtthdraw the offer at any tme w•thoultk11•'<"
'PS/2 Loan tor Learning lets you borrow $1,500-$a:ooo. liThe Bonus Pack expires December 31, 1991.Thts output was created on an IBM PS•2 .Ac~dt'nJt<." s,,lut•''"
us 1ng OtckArt and Modern Art clipart software (not preload~). IBM and P~/2 are registered trademarks and PS/1 IS a trademar_k 91 _lnternat•ona1Bus1n~ss .
Machines Corporation. Microsoft iS a registered trademark of Microsoft Cor~oration. © 199f IBM Corp ·
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Are you from New Haven? Going home the &eeond weekend of
Reading Week? Please, please,
please give me a ride. Will helpf
with gas. Call 758-4315 Ask for
Katrina.

PERSONALS

Sophomore girl wishes to discuss all aspects of emotion with .
sensitive males. Will respons to
anything. Contact Box 739. Pleas~
give only Box #, not name.
Creed Skunk" What does it
mean? Why does it embarrass
11

1991 Red Schwinn Crossfit
Shimano SIS dia-comp. brakes. 18
speeds. Lik e new. 2 months
~ owned.Toe-clipsandwaterbottl e .
included. Asking $240. 876-0333
_

you?Wh~tareyo.utryiflgtohide?

~e you JUSt as m~ure? Quest10ns ... I could wnte a book. An
anthology. What are y9u looking
at?
Yo
homes.
Peace.
I am a senior 2 graduating :in
Asalamalicalm,
As
Always,
December and then moving to
·
Washington, D.C. Is anyone o'u t llerbert
there interested in sharing houSA: I miss you ·terribly. J
ing/etc., or know someone who
is? Contact Box 706
Happy B~thday Qaudia!•I<H
I'~ looking for a good tennis
_
player to hit with this fall. H avail- . A hU:_ndred men died t~t day,
able please call Isaac. 757-3820.
but only 3 wear the green beret.
M.K. I still can't get the apples .to print, so I'll se~ you these
instead:•. .• . . .• •. .
•KH

••I•••••••..••..
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The Scoop
frotn ~troup

or be asked to resign, because: 1)
he has let his personal feelings
cloud his judgment about a
meritorious professor's value as a
teacher and as a scholar, 2) his
decision has undermined the
quality of academic life at Bard
College, especially by throwing
the Political Studies Department
into disarray. Botstein must go because he obviously couldn't care
less about rewarding "quality
minds" at Bard college. His
judgment is simply too impaired
by unreasoned emotion to permit
him to function as an effective
chief executive of the CoHege.

Dear Editor,
I un~erstand that some people
have misstated my posi lion in the
tenure case of Professor Carol
1
Nackenoff. ,
I wanttornakeitabsolutelyclear
that I support professor Nackenoff
for tenure without reservation.
She is ~n excellent scholar, a
dedicated and creative teacher
and a valued Contributor to th~
Bard community. She was overwhelmingly endorsed by the SoSincerely,
cial Studies Division for tenure,
William
Preston '88
and in my judgment, she would
have received tenure were :lt not
for double standards on the part William Preston is currently a
Ph.D. candidate in Political Sciof the administration.
ence
at Yale University.
Sincerely yours,
Alice Stroup

.;~;~:;i~ry
must ·go

Just vote No
to Thomas

DearEditor,
Dear Editor,
The following is a copy of a
I'm sure most at Bard are now letter which I have sent to both
familiar with- though still con- Senators IY Amato and Moynihan
sterna ted by- the denial of ten- regarding the nomination of
ure to Professor Carol Nackenoff. Clarence Thomas to the Supreme
When I found out in early July Court. Please print it in the next
thatPresidentBOtsteinhaddenied issue of the Observer as I believe
her tenure, I thought that surely thattheopinionsexpressed within
he must have taken leave of his it may be of interest to the Bard
senses. The only other explana- community.
tion, I felt, was that he was con- ..
sciously tiying to undermine the
Dear Senator:
quality.of ed~5ation at Bard colI am writing you as constitulege. His dectston, whether motivated by insanity or not, struck ent_about the upcoming vote over
me as injurious not just to Carol, the confirma lion of Clarence
but to my alma mater itself. Ev- Thomas' nomination to the Sueryoneknowswhatagreatteache r preme Court. I am asking you to
Carol is, how she has gone out of oppose this nomination and to
herwaytohelpstudents,andhow encourage the other members ·of
she volunteered her time and en- the Senate to do the same.
Clarence Thomas is a remarkergy for the College in all sorts of
capacities. The faculty evaluation able individual who has served
committee was really impressed his country well while at the same
by her file, and the outside aca- time overcoming great obstacles
demic reviewer praised her book to the successes which he has
manuscript highly. If anyone earned. Such statements can,
merited tenure at Bard College, however, be. made about thouCarol Nackenoff did. Leon sands or even millions of people
Botstein's decision was a way of in this country and there is only
saying that his idiosyncratic taste room for nine such individuals to
is the only criterion for tenure at sit on the Supreme Court of the
Bard College. Some way must be United States. Because the Sufound to undo Botstein' s decision preme Court entrusts so much
andgrantNackenofftenure,eithe r power and responsibility to so few
through the Board of Trustees or people, it is not enough to select
someone who, .while otherwise
the grievance procedure.
Botstein' sactionhas harmed the extraordinary,may not be the best
- college in a way that I believe calls person available to do the job.
his continuing fitness for the While following the hearings held
presidency into question. I believe by the Judiciary Committee over ·
President Botstein should resign, the past two weeks I have come to

a

continued on page 11

abl e et for

Thecrucltyofthepersonorpeople '
- continued from page ~0 T.
who posted them is beyond me..
S
doubt that Judge Thomas is that . .1
were they meant as a joke? Or,
·
person.
were they hung by people who
Therearetwoareaswhichcause
- -- teallymean whattheywrote?The
me particular concern regarding
,.-.~·. motivation b~biQd them doesn't .
-~---.•. . _ Dear Editor,
this nomination:
In -response to 'Andrew Yoon'$ _ rna tter; signs offering to . teaCh _·
Competence'and.integrity. As I
am sure you'kno~, _the American arti~le about_Clare~c~ .Thq.ma~~~-- people to b~ Illol~~t.ers ar~ simply _·
Bar Association gave Judge Tho- opposition being more than that unacceptable. I'm ~o~ talking
mas a mixed rating with twelve around the nomination of Sol,lter about political correctness here,
votes for "qualified" and two . last year, I'd like to make a correc- eit~er. I' m.talki.ng abou~ courtesy
votes for ~'not qualified." What tion. Mr. Yoqq~ys that "notal?le and respect. I'm glad theObserv~r ...
worries me mo~t_abQ1:;1t_this Is that. was ~t-~p in Kline Commons to printed those signs; they alert th~
not on:e. member of the A.B.A's oppose [Sou~e(s] nomination." Bard Community that there are
-voting c~mmitte_e ' rated the This is. un~e. He may not ~e- still people out there who ~on't I
nominee -~s "highly qualified." member, ~ut_ {or ~ consecutlye understand those concepts.
·While this vote represents the days, a table was in Kline Comviews of fourteen _indivic\uals, ·mons with petitions to be _signcd
_Sincerely,
these individuals also happened _ and information to be passed out.
Renee Cramer
to be sJ>eaking for one of the most In fact, quite a ~umber of signarespeCted legal orgaruzations in tures were collected those dews. I
America.Thisevaluationmayrate know, I was ·-one of _thg_ people
~
·Judge Thomas as -~ing compe- who collecte~ them. Clarence

Souter too.-

More on
'. ~}l·_m".'.

.

I'llllillllilll
. .~
"':

race has nothing
in Thomas'
court, ·but
on the
to ser\re the
tent opinion
~him.to do
with_this opposition
steinminimum
my
Dear Editor,
dard for an office as important as
1 would like to respond to a
Sincerely,
that held by a Justice of the Su:. ----recent letter to the Editor. There _______ ...... __ .
-.Tara Lynn Wagner
prerne Court is excellence.
just a week The only institution (the SJB) 'that
that
is
point
The
play.
co;{._ are many mi~conc~ptio~s-The next issue which cau~es me
of and all students have agreed to reguilty
found
being
after
t
·ceining'1im,"thelaws~~tagains
·
s
concernaboutthisnomineeishi
him and Presid.en_t Botstein and admitting to a violent assault spect and abide by in discerning
integrity. Over the course of his
Bard Col}ege, and the SJB hearing against a female student, J~m had disciplinary problems (as stated_
testimony to the Sena~e, Judge
lastsemesterthatfoundJimguilty the personal pe~ssion of the . in the Student Handbook) has
·
·
. Thomas repeatedly sought .to
President to m~k~_ a ~ery public _been_ consistently ignored and
__ of assault.
S
0 C S i_
evade responsibility for various
shown to be powerless. Not one
.. In .the letter written by Paul . appearance at asocial event.
statementswhichhehadmadeon
of the SJB's decisions in this case_
Winkler
Mr.
point
third
The
1991)there
Winkler(TB0Sept.18,
a variet}rofissuessuch _a snatural
arethreemainpointsthatdeserve . ~kes is his..own l?elief ~n the went unviolated. Not one. And
law and affirmative action. On. · - U , · ·. · . , - ···
comment. The male student, Jim, inability of the SJB to perform its nothing happened. Even after the
.a nother ~casion, he denied ever . Dear Editor,
was rumored to have decided to function. The place for expressing Ludlow takeover, Jim continued
the
see
didn't
that!
glad
so
I am
having formed an opinion orev:en
discussing a major issue o_f the fake B.R.A.V.E. signs until I . continue his studies elsewhere, I those concerns are with the Stu- toviolatehisrestrictions.Heeve n
day, abortion. This record causes openeduptheBardObserver,and myself heard this from President dent Foru~. It would.appear to atte?ded gra~uation and the
me to question the moral a~d ii!-. -that I .didn't have to encour..ter Botstein. As· Mr. Winkler has in ~fortunate for Mr. Winkler that parties that ntght. He was spe·tellcctualcourageofth_enominee. them on the doors of the ~ok- the past par~cipated with Jim in the SJB is powerless anyway. cifically told not to attend any of
I am not · seeking a litmus test store. The reprints of them in the artistic endeavors, it is surprising Perhaps it would be better to have the celeorations. ~rity, with the
which requ~res him to hold the Observer made me sad and an- that he is unaware ·o f the fa~t that one man that has not heard any help of several B&G workers, essame opinions that I do. Whatldo gry-I'm afraid that the sight ol Jiin is on campus. Security, the testimony, only hears the pleas of corted Jim off campus. Jim, howask foris someone who is willing the originals would !'ave_ 1;\ur~ Dean's Office, and, of course, one side, and may not have any ever,called up Dean Morgan, who
to stand up·for what he thinks is . much ·more. I probably would President Botstein can ~lyerify idea about students, student life _· granted special permission to Jim
right regardless of its political have felt scared and viol~ted. I. Jim's-presence. 1 do nofknow if . orhurnans·ingeneraltobetheon e ..· toreturntotheparty.Ina"special "
meeting, Mr. Botstein and Dean
popularity. In light of Judge probably would have cri_~· As i! this is due to a change in Jim's to make disciplinary decisions.
plans or if it was a1 ways the plan. · Jim is on campus now and has Morgan d~cided, in light of Jim's
Thomas' performance before the was, I just got mad.
absolu~ely no restrictions on good behavior, to go back on their_
As a survivor of s~xual aSS&ult, I only know Jim is here now.
Judiciary Committee, I must call
his integrity into question. If the 1 will be one of the first to tell _ Mr. Winkler's seeond point re- where he. goes or what he does. word and further ignoretthe SJB
of Jim's
integrity o.f a candidate for the anyone who asks that a woman fers to an event and TBO article Not one o( the three private by doing away with
highest court in this <;ountry can who is forced or coerced into sex ·from the week of Sept. 4.of last cou~selors cont~ded, _nor _the restrictions this_semester.
Ther¢ are many opinions in thi~
be legitimately question~, even is neither a slut nor a whore, ,nor is year. Jim's bimci had_~e personai ~ Dutchess County Department of
for a moment, that is .enough to she"askingfori( (I can't believe _permissionofthePresid~nttoplay MeJ:ltal ~ygiene have ever heard letter, as well as many f~cts. If
challengehisabilitytoservethere . this needs to be repeated!), she is at a semi-formal party in Manor. ofanykindoftherapyorprogram anyone would like to see _the,letWhen you were first sworn i~ ~s a VICfl¥. ~ person ~ho perpe- In spite of this permission, the that could elicit a positive change t.ers from Morgan and Botstein,
· a United States Senator, you took · trates such crimes ~~~>Uld not be .. band did not play. At the time, a of behavior within the space of they are available. You can argue
an oath to serve the Constitution applauded, or even mocked, that member of the band refused to one year. Perhaps Mark Lytle is all day about motives, twisting
of the United States. Just as .there person should be stopped, and play until he knew more of what correct in asserting that Mr. ideas ~ound to explain the outwas . happening. Dean Morgan Botstein is capable of passi~g come of these events. But at least
is no more import~nt document . helped,·and, yes, punished.
The physical pain a victim goes also daiined credit for "working judgment in any situation. If he IS, start out with facts that are true.
in thiscountr}r~ you have no higher
duty than your obligation to it. through, while awful, can often it out" so the band would not then, we don't have to worry. As I said, any ~tatements about
ClarenceThomasisnottheperso n be. dealt with immediately; the play. By the time th~ threatening Otherwise we should all be very events written about here can be
proven and I am happy to do so.
best suited to fill the current va- .guilt that a victim lives with is phone messages mentioned were concerned.
It is a sad fact that even at Bard,
comthe
that
feels
Winkler
Mr.
caney on th~ Supreme court and anotherissuealtogether.Itisoften made,everypersonknown to dismust hire a lawyer_to enforce
one
_
~bout
know
to
right
a
has
munity
alplaying
band's
the
with
agree
crime
the
than
debilitating
theCo.nsti~_tiondeseryesnothing more
itself.Signs like the ones on the ready thought the band would seriousthreatsandlhavetoagree . personal rights and laws.
less than the'best.'
·
bookstoredooronlyservetobring not perform. The important point Unfortunately, the Bard CommuSincerely,
not that the band, for nity has been kept in the dark
to mind awful memories and here
Daniel Bohn
James C. Trainor
feelings of shame~ ~age, and fear. . whatev~r reason, decid_ed not to aboutt\U$_a nd manyothe~events.
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anq Li~erature., joins other writers and
to ex- and ·magnificent sculpture garden and quarryman's
plore the relationship between the written word and the museum near Woodstock, on Sunday October 6. Ben
_cultural~ntextsoftheauthor. Friday.,OctoberZSl0:00- Hersey.. of the Digital Dolphins, will be performing 12
5:00p.m. in_t~e Olin Au~torium.
·
-musical pieces inspired by Opus 40 throughout the
afternoon. We leave from the front steps of the Old Gym
Services for Otristian Students:
at 1 pm sharp. Bring $4 for admission. Call Jason at 7581209 ASAP for details and to rese~ve ~~pot.

_ ~~~~·- coine B~ck to Bard__P.ay:

African Doli Sale:
African Dolls will be sold on Wednesday, Oct. 2, and
Tuesday, October 8, £?Utside of Kline Commons.

--

a

Career Development Offi~e:
This year, Come back to Bard Day will include panel
For the next few weeks, the office will~ run by knowl- dis~ssion on Saturday, October 5 ~t 2:00p.m. ~n ''The Tuesdays:
edgeable students during the following hours:
Changing Clirriate of film., video .and the ~~i.Cl.in the 7:00pm: Singing and Worship
J 990's. The disPtssion is mod~rated by Prof. Joel Kovel 7:30 pm: Bi~le Study/Prayer Group (Both in Bard Monday-Wednesday 1:30 to 3:30 and
·Thursday 11:30 to 1:30.
and will indude as panelists: Chevy Chase '68;-Andy -Chapel Basement)
Aaron '76, -K3rhl~ Lippert '67,
Peter Hutton; and
DeeDeeHalleck. OlinAuditorium.
_-_ThursJl_gy:
__ _ ___ _
Observer Meetings:
- - - ~- -- ~ ~~:30 pm: Women's-B).ble_-~flidy /Prayer Group (Cruger There will be a meeting for writers on Monday at 8:30p.m.
Vill_~ge, Stephens 101)
in Aspinwall, third floor. Those interested in layout should
New Blum Show:
meet Thursday at 6:30p.m. in the basetnentofTewksbury.
-The Odyssey and Ancient Art, An Epic in Word and
Image will be opening ~t the Blum _Qn October 6 ap.d will
High Density Abstraction:
The deadline for outside submissions is Friday atS:OO p.m.
be running until March 1,1992. The opening on Sunday, An exhibition of painting by eight contemporary artists Turn ~aterial in wthe Obseroer office. ·
_October 6 Will feature a performance from l:O(ftq 2:00 _-Will be on view in Proctor Art Center from Sept. 13 to
Transportation Schedule:
· ~ p:m~ entitled "From Odysseus to Ulysses: I:antastic Oct. 15. There will be a party for the artists, with music
'Voyages, Seductions, and Domestic Dramas." The ~ _refreshm~ts.. Wedoesday., September 25, starting Friday: Rhinecliff
_opening reception begins at 2:00p.m.. ·
: · , at 8:~ pm. ~ ~tudents are invited.
.meet at Kline at 8:00pm tO go to 9:11 pm train
- t
Poughkeepsie
.
·
_
.
,_
.. ·- An _E~elungforMen: ·
, _ __ . _ ____
.
_ butingOub:
meet at Kline at 6:00pm for the 7:13pm train
Scr~ning arid disrussiori of the fil.rri A Gatheriilg ·of - The Outing Club is s~nso?ng a trip to Opus 40, a large
Saturday: Hudson Valley Mall. Meet at.Kline at 5:45pm,
_fv1:en.WiihGregBarker,Ph.D.,Wedn~sday,Qct~ber16 . : -·
__ · -_-· _
. _
returns
at 10:00 pm
at6:30p.m ..in0lin 107..
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THE

"Literatur~ and Eth~lcity" s;~~osi~;; :~ -~-: --=:-~"~ MAnoN:_NEW_SiETi-ER_-~ _ !~-BROUGHT

- -

~Chinua AChebe, the Nigerian nov~st, poet, cri~c and

,Bard's

P.

TO YOU

BY niE DEAN OF STUDENTS.

Sunday: Rhittecliff:Meetthe5:52,

7:17~a 10:01 pm trains

Poughkeepsie: Meet the 7:43pm train

Stevenson P~ro~f~e~sso~r~o~f~~i~i~~~i[§f~~m:~wmi]il7-iE:~~~~fJiE$~~~C~'hiur,ij_f;h~:~9:~45Riarn~to~12n~oo~n~(S~t~.Jio~hn~'s)~TT:¥R
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FRIDAY -

- :12:00 NOON
Calendar Deadline
Dean of Students'
Office

4:oopm _
Fractions ·
- Workshop
He~man201

- 6:30pm · -_
Observer Layout ., . ·
Meeting
Observer Office

5:0opm
Observer deadline
for outside
submission-

8:30am
Worship Service
Chapel
(See Above For
More Information
and other services)

1:00 pin
Blum Perforrnanc e

MONDAY

TUESDAY

8:30pm
Observer writers'

6:30pm
Coalition for
Choice meeting
President's Room
Kline Commons

- meeting
Third floor
Aspinwall

4:00pm
Percent Workshop
Hegeman 201 5:00pm

LASO meeting
Committee Room
Kline-Commons
5:45pm

7:00pm

BBLAGA meeting
-

Olin 2.03

.

7:00 PD?
Internatio.nal ·
Relations Ci~b
Kline Commons

l

-

-- .i -

2:00pm__
Blum Opening
Reception (See
Above).·

BBSO meeting
. Committee Room
Kline.Commons

'

